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1. PREL IMINARY 
The theory of variational inequalities has been extensively investigated. The study has a lot of 
important applications, uch as in the field of differential equations, control theory, game theory, 
optimization methods, etc. In [2,3], the authors studied the existence of positive solutions of 
variational inequalities. In this paper, we try to deal with the existence of positive solutions to 
a system of variational inequalities. 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, X'  its dual, and (., .) the duality pairing between X ~ 
and X. Suppose that K is a nonempty closed convex subset of X and A, B are two mappings 
from X to X p, but F, G from K to X t. Consider the following problem for a system of variational 
inequalities: 
(Az, v -x )>(Fy ,  v -x ) ,  VvEX,  
Find(x,y) EKxK:  (Bx, v -x )>_(Gy ,  v x), VvEK.  
Under suitable assumptions upon A, B, F, G, we shall obtain existence theorems for a positive 
solution of the above problem and then give an example as an application of the theorems. 
If the mapping A : K -~ X t is continuous on finite-dimensional subspaces and there exist two 
constants a > 0, p > 1 such that 
(Ax -Ay ,  x -y )  >al Ix -y l [  p, Vx ,yEK,  
then by [4, Corollary III.1.8], the variational inequality 
x e K : (Ax, v - x) >_ (w ,v -x ) ,  VvEK (,) 
has a unique solution x = KA(W) for each w E X'. 
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LEMMA 1. I f  Xl,X2 • K are solutions of(*) with relation to wl,w2 • X t, respectively, then 
Ilxx - x211 p-1 _< ~-Ilwx - w211x,. 
Consequently, the mapping KA : X '  --* K is continuous and bounded. 
The proof of Lemma 1 can be seen in [3]. 
REMARK 1. 
(i) When A is linear and K is a subspace of X, KA is linear [4]. 
(ii) If A is linear (or A(0) = 0), then KA(O) = O. Hence, 
IIgA(w)ll <_ ~-(P-1)-'ltwll~; -1)-1, Vw • X'. 
2. SOLUT ION INDEX FOR A SYSTEM 
OF VARIAT IONAL INEQUALIT IES  
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X, and 
0•K .  
ASSUMPTIONS. 
(a) Linear mappings A ,B  : X ~ X '  are continuous and coercive, i.e., there exist constants 
L ,M > 0 such that ][Ax[[x, <_ L[ixJ], ]]Bx]]x, <_ M[[xl], and constants a ,~ > 0 such that 
(Ax, x) > ~tlxll 2, (Bx, x) >_ ~llxll 2, Vx • X. 
The mapping F : K --* X '  is one-to-one and linear continuous. The mapping G : K --* X '  
is completely continuous. Of course, F is bounded: IIFyllx, < ~llYll, where ~ > O. 
(b) 
(c) Im A (the image of A) c Im F. 
Consider the following problem for a system of variational inequalities: 
(Ax, v -  x) >_ (Fy, v -  x), Vv • X, 
(1 ° ) F ind(x ,y )•KxK:  (Bx, v x)>_(Gy, v x), Vv•K .  
(1) 
(2) 
Given y • K,  inequality (1) has a unique solution x = KAF(y)  • X, and inequality (2) has a 
unique solution x = KBG(y) • K.  Hence, system (1 °) has a solution if and only if the mappings 
KAF and KBG have a common point in K. 
LEMMA 2. The linear mapping KAF  : K --* X is one-to-one and onto. Thus, (KAF) -1 exists 
and is linear continuous. 
PROOF. It is obvious that KAF is onto by Assumption (c). On the other hand, if KAF(y)  = O, 
which means that (0,y) is a solution of (1), then 0 _> (Fy, v), Vv • X,  that is, (Fy, v) = O, 
Vv • X. Therefore, Fy = 0 and then y = 0. Hence, KAF is one-to-one. I 
Let U be a relatively open subset of K. A pair of mappings (F, G) is said to be (A, B)- 
admissible on U if KAF and KBG have no common point on OU (the boundary of U relative 
to K),  i.e., the system (1 °) of variational inequalities has no solution in K x OU. Given a 
homotopy H : 0 x [0, 1] --* X',  (F, H) is (A, B)-admissible on U if for every A • [0, 1], KAF and 
KBH(. ,  A) have no common point on OU, i.e., the following system of variational inequalities: 
(Ax, v -x )>_(Fy ,  v -x ) ,  VvEX,  
(2 ° ) (x,y,A) EKxKx[O,  1]: (Bx, v -x )>_(H(y ,A) ,v -x ) ,  VvEK,  
has no solution in K x OU x [0, 1]. 
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Suppose that U is bounded and 0 the closure of U. Since KBG is completely continuous, the 
coincidence degree D[(KAF, KBG), U] of KAF and KBG in U, a nonvoid subset of Z, is well 
defined [1]. 
Now we define the solution index for system (1 °) in U, IA,B[(F, G), U], by setting 
IA,B[(F,G), U] = D[(KAF, KBG), U]. 
If Assumptions (a)-(c) are satisfied, it follows immediately from the above definition and the 
properties of the coincidence degree [1] that the solution index IA,S for system (1 °) has the 
following properties. 
PROPOSITIONS. 
(i) IA,B[(F,O),U] = {0} ifO ~t U, or {1} ifO • U. 
(ii) I f  IA,B[(F,G),U) # {0}, then system (1 °) has a solution (x,y) • K x U. 
(iii) For every open subset V C U such that system (1 °) has no solution on K x (~7 '\ V), 
IA,B[(F, G), U] = IA,B[(F, G), Y]. 
(iv) I f  the homotopy H is completely continuous and (F, H) is (A, B)-admissible on U, then 
IA,B[(F, g(. ,  A)), U] is independent of A • [0, 1]. 
3. POSIT IVE  SOLUTION THEOREMS FOR A 
SYSTEM OF VARIAT IONAL INEQUAL IT IES  
Let X be a reflexive Banach space and P a cone in X, i.e., P is a nonempty convex closed 
subset of X and satisfies 
(i) XEP ,  A>_0=~AxeP;  
(ii) xeP , -xeP==~x=0.  
X can be made into an ordered vector space by defining that x < y if and only if y - x E P 
(see [5,61). 
With K = P in Sections 1 and 2, now we deal with the existence of a positive solution to 
system (1 °) of variational inequalities, that is, find x > 0, y > 0 such that (x, y) is a solution of 
system (1°). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Assumptions (a)-(c) are satisfied. Let the following condition (H) 
hold: if (x~, Yn) satisfy inequality (1) (n = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  ), xn ~ O, Yn ~ O, then 
li--m (Gy,~, xn) = O, (Sl)  
I1~ol1-~+o~ IIx~ll ~ 
3z0 • P, x0 ¢ 0, lim (Gyn,xo) > Miixoll. (S2) 
I1~.11-~0 I1=~11 
Then system (1 ° ) has at/east one positive solution. 
REMARK 2. We note that when (xn,yn) satisfy inequality (1) and [[YnH --* +co (or 0), we have 
that [Ixn]l --~ +ec (or 0). Besides, letting zn = xn/llxnll, we may assume after passing to a 
subsequence that zn --* z weakly in X. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. For r > 0, letting Pr = {x • P : IIx H < r}, we know that P~ is a 
bounded open subset of P and OPt = {x • P : IIx[I = r}. Therefore, IA,s[(F,G),Pr] is well 
defined. We shall show that IA,s [(F, G), PR] = {1} for large R and IA,B[(F, G), P~] = {0} for 
small r. 
Defining a homotopy H by H(y, A) = AGy, 0 < A <: 1, it is obvious that H is completely contin- 
uous. We claim that (F, H) is (A, B)-admissible on PR for all large R. Arguing by contradiction, 
we find sequences {xn}, {Yn}, and {An}, such that HYnll --* +co and 
(Ax,~, v - xn> >_ (Fy,~, v - x~>, 
(Bz . ,v  - =~1 > A~(Gyn,v  - =~>, 
Vv E X, (3) 
v v e p.  (4) 
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Letting v = 0 in (4), we have 
< (Bzn, zn) < An (Gyn, Xn) ~ 0 (n ~ 0o) 
- -  - -  I l xn lP  
by Assumption (a) and condition (H1). This contradiction shows that (F, H)  is (A, B)-admissible 
on PR for large R, and then 
IA,S [(F, G), PR] = IA,B [(F, H(., 1)), PR] = IA,B [(F, H(., 0)), PR] 
= IA,B[(F, 0), PR] = {1} 
by Propositions (i) and (iv). 
Let Q(y, A), 0 < A < 1, be a homotopy given by 
Q(y, A) = (1 - A)G(y) + ABxo. 
It is easily seen that Q is completely continuous. Next we shall verify that (F, Q) is (A, B)- 
admissible on Pr for all small r. Suppose that there exist sequences {xn}, {Yn}, {An} such that 
Yn "-'* O, Yn # O, and 
(Axn, v - Xn) >_ (Fyn, v - Xn), 
<Bxn, v - Xn) > <Q(yn, An), V -- Xn) 
= (1 - An)(Gyn,v - Xn) + An(Bxo,v - Xn), 
v~ e x, (5) 
Vv e P. (6) 
Taking v = xn + x0 in (6), we obtain 
(Bzn, zo) >_ (1 - An)(Gyn, zo) + An(Bzo, zo). 
Hence, 
(Bzn,Xo) _> (1 -  An)" ~Cyn'X°2+IIx. II - -~  IIx°l12- (7) 
Let n --* o0. The left-hand side of (7) tends to (Bz, xo) which is not greater than MIIxoll, but 
the limit of the right-hand side is greater than MIIx011 by the condition (H2). The contradiction 
shows that (F, Q) is (A, B)-admissible on Pr for small r. Therefore, 
IA,B[(F, G), Pr] = IA,B[(F, Q(y, 0)), Pr] = IA,B[(F, Q(y, 1)), Pr] 
by Proposition (iv). Now we shall prove that IA,B[(F,Q(y, 1)),P r] = {0). It is sufficient by 
Proposition (ii) to verify that the following system of variational inequalities: 
(Ax ,  v - x) > (Fy ,  v - x),  
(Bz ,  v - z )  > (Bzo ,  v - z ) ,  
vv e x, (8) 
Vv e P, (9) 
has no solution in P × Pr. If (x, y) e P ×/st is a solution of the above system, letting v = x + x0 
in (9), then 
(Bx, xo) > (Bxo,xo) > ~llx0112. 
On the other hand, x = KAF(y) from (8). Hence, 
o,x0 <  x,,x < 
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This is a contradiction for sufficiently small r. Thus, 
IA,B[(F,G),Pr] = {0}, for small r. 
Therefore, the system (1 °) has a solution (x, y) E P × (PR \ Pr) by Proposition (iii). Due to 
y # 0, we know that x # 0 from (1). In brief, there exist x > 0, y > 0 such that (x,y) is a 
solution of (1°). This completes the proof. I 
We note that for every y E P, the unique solution of x = KAF(y)  inequality (1) is in X. Now 
we find some conditions which can assure that this solution is in P. Let cone P be minimal, i.e., 
for two arbitrary elements x, y E X, there exists a supremum sup{x, y}. Thus, for every x E X, 
x + = sup{x,O}, x -  = sup{-x,O} are in P and x = x + - x - .  Denote X~_ = {w E X '  : (w,x) _> 
0, Vx E P}. 
ASSUMPTION. 
(d) (Ax+,x -)  < O, Vx E X.  
LEMMA 3. /i t  `the linear mapping A satisfies (a) and (d), then KA(X~) C P. 
PROOF. Let w E X~_ and x = KA(W), that is, 
(Ax, v - x) >_ (w, v - x), V v E X. 
Letting v = x + in the above inequality, we have 
(Ax, x - )  > (w,x- ) .  
However, 
(Ax, x - )  = (Ax + - Ax - ,x - )  <_ - (Ax - ,x - ) .  
So, 
- ,H Ix - I I  2 > <w,x-> >_ o. 
Hence x -  = 0 and then x = x + E P. 1 
We replace Assumptions (b) and (c) by the following assumptions. 
(b') F : P ~ X'+ is linear, one-to-one and continuous; G : P ~ X '  is completely continuous. 
(c') A(P) C F(P) .  
It is easily known from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 that the following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be minimal. If Assumptions (a), (b'), (c'), (d), and condition (H) are 
satisfied, then the system (1 °) has a positive solution. 
COROLLARY 1. If B i8 a linear continuous coercive mapping and G is a completely continuous 
mapping which satisfies the condition (H'): 
li---m (ax,~, x,~) = 0, (H'I)  
Hxn,-~oo IIx~ll ~ 
3xoEP ,  xo#O,  lim (Gxn,xn) . > MIIx011, (H'2)  
H~tt--.o IIx,~ll 
then the following variational inequality: 
x E P : (Bx, v -  x) >_ (Gx ,v -  x), 
has at least one positive solution. 
PROOF. Let F = A in (1). 
completed by Theorem 1. 
VvEP,  
Then x = y whenever (x, y) satisfies (1). Therefore the proof is 
I 
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4. EXAMPLE 
Let ft be a bounded open set in R N and X = H I (ft) (Sobolev space). Suppose that P = {x E 
H1(ft) : x(t) >_ 0 a.e. in ft}. Then P is a cone and is minimal. 
Define a mapping A : X --~ X ~ by 
(Ax, v)= f aijxtyt, d t+~aoxvdt ,  Vx, vEX,  
where the coefficients aij, a0 satisfy 
( ao,aij E L°°(ft), ao(t) >_ O, a.e. in ft 
aij(t)~i~j )_ al~I 2, a > 0, for a.e. t E ft, V~ E R N, 
and a mapping F : P --* X~. by 
(Fy, v) = fa(1 + Itlm)yvdt, Vv • X, 
where Itl denotes the module of t • f t  and m is a nonnegative number. 
Let B : X ~ X t be a linear continuous mapping and there exist f~ > 0 such that (Bx, x) > 
~llxll 2. Let R+ denote the set of nonnegative r al numbers. Suppose that f(t, u) : f tx  R+ ---* R+ 
is a function satisfying Carath~odory's continuity condition (i.e., it is measurable in t for all u 
and continuous in u for almost all t) and f(t, 0) = 0. Assume that f(t, u) satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(i) There exists a constant h* • (1/2, 1) such that 
0 < li---~ f(t, u) - u - - .+c¢  u h - ' ' ' z -  < +oc ,  a.e. t • ft. (10) 
(ii) There exists a constant h • (0, 1) such that 
0 < lim f(t, u) ~--.----~o u h < +oc, a.e. t • ft. (11) 
Define a mapping G : P ~ X ~ by 
(Gy, v )=~f( t ,y )vdt ,  Vy•P ,  vEX.  
Now we consider the following system of variational inequalities: 
<Ax, v -  x) > ~(1 + Itlm)y(V -- x )at ,  Vv  • x ,  (12) 
(x,y) • P x P:  
(Bx, v -x )  > f f ( t ,y ) (v -x )dt ,  Yv • P. (13) 
We may obtain the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 3. The above system of variational inequalities has at/east one positive solution (x, y) 
(that is, x(t) > O, y(t) >_ 0 a.e. in ft and x(t) ~ O, y(t) ~ 0). 
PROOF. In fact, Assumption (d) holds by [4, Theorem II.A.1]. It is easily verified that assump- 
tions (a), (b~), and (c 4) are satisfied except the complete continuity of G. Now we need only 
show that G is completely continuous and condition (H) holds in order to complete the proof by 
Theorem 2. 
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By (10) we know that there exists a nonnegative bounded measurable function a(t) and u0 > 0 
such that 
f(t,  u) ~ a(t)u h*, (when u >_ u0) a.e. t E gt. 
Letting It(t) = maxo<u<uo f(t, u) a.e. in ~t, then It(t) is a nonnegative measurable function and 
we have 
0 <_ f(t, u) <2_ It(t) + a(t)u h*, (0 <_ u < +oe) a.e. t • a. 
Since h* • (1/2, 1), G is completely continuous. 
Suppose that (x,~,yn) satisfy the inequality (12) (n = 1, 2,3,... ), z~ ¢ 0, y~ ¢ 0. Let 
zn = xn/ l lx,  l[, wn = yn/llxnll. We may assume after passing to a subsequence that z,~ --* z • P 
weakly in X, strongly in L2(~), and zn(t) ---* z(t) a.e. in ~, and that w,~ -~ w weakly in X, 
strongly in L2(12), and wn(t) --* w(t) a.e. in ~. We claim that w ¢ 0. Otherwise, letting v = 0 
in (12), we have 
a <_ (Azn, zn) <_ ./o(1 + [tlm)wn(t)zn(t) dt 
- ((1 + Itlm)wn, Zn)L2(a) ~ O. 
This contradiction shows that w ~ 0. Let gtl = {t • gt : {yn(t)} is bounded}, ~t2 = gt \ ~1. For 
t • 122, we may let, without loss in generality, n(t) --* +oo (n --* 00). By Lebesgue's convergence 
theorem, we have 
lira (Gym xn> 
l i~. l l - -+~ IIx~ll 2 
= I -~m[  f(t, yn(t))x~(t) dt 
d:-;-& jn  lix LI 2 
-- lim f #(t) +a(t)(yn(t)) h* zn(t)dt 
+l im ~ [#(t) _lwn(t) ] Zn(t ) 
2 [IlxnLI + dt 
~0.  
So, the condition (H1) holds. 
function a(t) > 0 and e > 0 such that 
f(t,U) ~ a(t)U h, (0 < U < ~) a.e. t E 12. 
For any fixed x0 E P, x0 ¢ 0, by Fatou's lemma, we get 
lira (Gyn,xo) = lim /n f(t, yn(t))zo(t) dt 
ll .lt- 0 iix ii ll .ll-o tlznll 
> lim /~a(t)(yn(t)) h-lyn(t)xO(t) dt 
f lim a(t)(yn(t))h-]wn(t)xo(t)dt = +oc, 
J~ I]~.li-*0 
where yn(t) --* 0 a.e. t EFt as [lYnl] --* 0. So, the condition (H2) holds. 
By virtue of Corollary 1, we may also get another corollary with B = A. 
COROLLARY 2. The following variational inequality 
x E P : (Ax, v -  x) >_ /n f ( t ,x ) (v -  x)dx, Vv E P 
By (11) and f(t ,0) = 0, we know that there exists a measurable 
| 
has a positive solution. 
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REMARK 3. We may give some elementary functions f ( t ,u )  satisfying the conditions (10) 
and (11). For example, 
f ( t ,u )= [ ] t l t2 . . . tN,+ (1+ ~/t2+t~+. . .+t2N)  ] cos2u ln ( l+4~U-2u  2) (14) 
t = ( t l , t2 , . . . , tN)  E ~, O ~_ u < +oo 
E/N__I t2 (~/-u 2~¢/~) - (u -k ) ,  O~t  = (ti,t2, . . , tN)  E ~ , 
f (t ,  u) = 
u 2 + 1, (15) 
0, 
uE[k ,k+l ] ,  k=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
t----O, u :>O,  
t=O,  u=O.  
For function (14), we may let h* = h -- 2/3. For function (15), we may let h* -- 3/4, h = 1/5. 
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